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A hot US economy props up the greenback as inflation
fears mount

Calendar
Monday – 17/05

Monday’s data docket starts early in the morning with Chinese retail sales and industrial
output data for April at 03:00 BST. Domestic demand should show the recovery extending
into the second quarter, while strong and growing external demand will likely further support
April’s activity data.

Inflation was the word on everyone's lips this week,
with underlying indicators flashing warning signs
while US inflation data printed well above
expectations. The most volatile trading session
occurred on Wednesday after the US CPI print as
markets struggled to price the dramatic overshoot in
price growth in April. Initially, real yields rose along
with nominal yields, until they subsequently
collapsed with inflation expectations driving the rise
higher in nominal yields. The dollar still took a leg
higher against the G10, however, as nominal
Treasury yields rose and equity markets globally felt
the pain of higher inflation. This continued in part
into Thursday’s session, while the greenback
moderated again come Friday.

FX price action this week saw fresh highs in EURUSD and GBPUSD, 
although both currency pairs failed to see out the week at these levels. 

Meanwhile, the Canadian dollar hit a fresh six-year high against the greenback after the CPI
release, but similar to the euro and pound the loonie failed to finish the week close to its
recent highs.

Given the attention placed on inflation globally and in the US, we take a look at what drove
the rise in the US CPI data and what implications this has for the Federal Reserve, and in turn,
our USD outlook. Next week, the focus will be on the latest FOMC meeting minutes, central
bank speakers, eurozone and Canadian CPI and preliminary PMI data for May.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/us-cpi-brings-volatility-to-fx-markets-as-real-yields-yo-yo/
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Year-on-year data should be taken with a pinch of salt given the low base of last year April,
however, the extended growth should be visual in the monthly figures. Markets will watch
the European Central Bank’s weekly bond-buying through the Pandemic Emergency
Purchase Programme at 14:45 BST. The PEPP data has had increasing focus over the last
month as the average weekly purchase rate has somewhat increased, and markets try to
gauge what the coming weeks and months of asset purchases will look like. At 17:00 BST,
Russia comes out with its Q1 GDP figure, which is set to come in at negative 1.2%. Most of
the shock will come from the January and February data, as Russia saw annualised GDP
decline in both months by over 2%.

Tuesday – 18/05

Japan’s Q1 preliminary GDP is on schedule for 00:50 BST and is set to show a contraction of
4.5% YoY after two quarters of double-digit growth. Japan’s worsening Covid-19 outbreak,
slow start to the vaccinations and a slow rollout since has forced the nation back into a state
of emergency which will likely be reflected in the first-quarter output. Looking ahead, activity
in the second quarter should show a modest improvement, although this is contingent on
the state of emergency not being extended beyond the end of May.

Not only because the unemployment rate is set to stabilise from last month’s reading, but
also because the furlough schemes that are in place cloud the unemployment data as
furloughed workers don’t appear in the official figures, making it difficult for the data to
represent the true unemployment rate.

Wednesday – 19/05

Australian consumer confidence for May comes out at 01:30 BST. Consumer confidence has
been growing since January, reflecting the head start Australia has had in terms of the
recovery compared to many other nations in the DM space. Wednesday’s reading should
continue the upwards trend, further supporting the Australian dollar. At 07:00, UK CPI
inflation data for April will be released. Just like this week’s US CPI data, the UK figure will
be subject to base effects from last year’s price weakness as shops were forced to close,
while crude oil prices slumped. With the UK being one of the forerunners in the economic
reopening race, the YoY figure will also be impacted by April 2021’s easing of some lockdown
measures. For this reason, markets may choose to look past the CPI data itself and instead
focus on how the Bank of England reacts to inflation in the coming period to gauge what this
means for monetary policy going forward.

“UK labour market data at 07:00 BST is unlikely to be a large 
driver for sterling this week.” 
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At 09:00, South African CPI will be released for April, followed by eurozone final CPI at
10:00 and Canada CPI at 13:30 BST. For Canada, the inflationary backdrop in the US remains
an upside risk for inflation. While one data point from Canada is unlikely to show the impact
of the higher imported inflation, the risks for future spillovers are high. For now, however,
risks are limited somewhat by a stronger Canadian dollar, making imports relatively less
expensive despite higher US inflation. The US Federal Reserve publishes its meeting minutes
at 19:00 BST. As last month’s meeting was a placeholder meeting with no significant changes
to policy nor communication, the minutes won’t provide too much in terms of new
information, but will be looked at in light of the recent uptick in inflation.

Thursday – 20/05

Australian labour market data for April comes in at 02:30 BST as well. Where previous
labour market data prints marked a recovery in the Australian labour market, April’s data is
likely to come in weaker as some of the pandemic stimulus measures were unwound. Next
to the tapering of these measures, seasonal factors have likely significantly impacted the
data with Easter and school holidays further helping the decline. For the Australian dollar,
this month’s reading may be of less importance due to the significant impact of seasonal
factors, however a large downward surprise in April’s reading or a continued downward
trend beyond April may stoke fears about changes to unemployment being more structural
post-pandemic. The South African Reserve Bank comes out with a policy decision on
Thursday. The repo rate currently stands at a record low of 3.5%, and Thursday’s meeting is
unlikely to alter that. The March meeting was

The SARB is likely to maintain 
loose policy to support the 

economy for as long as it has 
room to do so, Governor 

Lesetja Kganyago discussed in 
an April interview with 

Bloomberg. 

the first time since the 2020 rate cuts in
which not a single member voted for a
reduction in rates, shifting market
expectations now to when the SARB can start
hiking its interest rate. With domestic
inflation forecasts comfortably sitting inside
the SARB’s target range of 3-6%, next week is
unlikely to see any policy change. Instead,
markets will watch the press conference of
the Monetary Policy Committee for any
guidance on when the SARB deems the first
rate hike to be appropriate.

Friday – 21/05

Australian May preliminary PMIs will be released at midnight along with UK GfK Consumer
Confidence for May. UK consumer confidence has been increasing consistently over the past
months, although the consensus still foresees May’s reading to print in negative territory as
the economic outlook remains uncertain.
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Even though the UK’s outperformance story with regards to vaccines has been somewhat
priced in by markets, sterling has still been enjoying a boost over the last weeks from further
reopening plans, meaning there is room for a GBP rally should consumer confidence print
higher than expected. At 02:30, Australian retail sales for April will be released and should
reflect the recovery that has been ongoing over the last months. The figure is set to print
lower than March’s reading, however. The median of forecasts submitted to Bloomberg
foresees a 0.5% increase vs March’s 1.3% rise.

UK retail sales for April are scheduled for release at 07:00 BST and are set to reflect a
continued recovery. Month-on-month figures are set to grow 4.5% including fuel and 4.3%
excluding, while year-on-year figures are set to grow by 36.8% including fuel and 31.7%
excluding. Markets will ignore the year-on-year figures and take month-on-month figures as a
guide despite their noisy nature, as base effects from last year and reopening effects from
this year will cloud YoY prints.

France and Germany will release preliminary PMIs for May between 08:15 and 08:30 BST,
while the UK comes out with preliminary PMIs for May at 09:30 BST. A continued recovery
in the PMIs is almost a given for the UK considering the fast vaccine rollout and optimistic
outlook, but France and Germany should not be far off either. Eurozone vaccinations are
picking up pace and both France and Germany have been relaxing measures over the past
month, which is likely to be reflected in the PMI data. Higher than expected prints would be
euro positive and would add to the outlook that the eurozone is recovering lost ground from
Q1.

At 13:30 BST, Canada comes out with retail sales for March. Authorities began lifting
lockdown restrictions over the past months, which allowed February’s retail sales to rebound
by 4.8%. Preliminary estimates for March showed a 2.3% gain, according to data released by
Statistics Canada. As the data is lagged and does not cover April’s tightening of lockdown
measures, the retail sales are unlikely to move the needle for the loonie on Friday.

This is in line with the US growth story: vaccinations are going smoothly, the US enjoys ample
fiscal stimulus and the Federal Reserve maintains loose policy for as long as necessary, all
boding well for economic confidence in the US. Still, the US dollar may see modest strength
from the reading if it surprises to the upside, despite the Fed anchoring policy expectations,
as elevated inflation expectations have supported nominal yields and economic data from
the US only further supported this dynamic over the last week.

Finally, at 14:45 BST the US releases preliminary PMIs for May, which 
are set to print comfortably above the 50-level expansionary mark. 
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US data
Inflation indicators flash for markets but the Fed sees no need to panic

Inflation has been the topic on market participants’ lips this week with barometers of price
pressures flashing across the globe. It all began on Friday 7th when headline employment
growth in US Nonfarm payroll data dramatically undershot expectations, partly due to
seasonal adjustments, but wage growth was still apparent. The debate started around the
increased level of unemployment insurance payments and how that created wage growth
pressures despite an elevated unemployment rate. On top of this, markets have witnessed
headlines from major firms around increasing average wages for low income workers, with
McDonalds in the US being the latest to do so. This anecdotal evidence highlights the
reduced level of slack, at least in low-income jobs, that is appearing in the US labour market
due to supply constraints. This compounded concerns that inflationary pressures would be
even greater than initially assumed despite output in the US remaining far from potential.
This week’s data saw those fears materialise, not only in the US. Data from China on Tuesday
showed producer prices rose by 6.8% YoY in April, while commodity prices continued to rise
and trade around all-time highs. Back in the US, job openings also hit an all-time high with
the BLS data showing 8.1 million openings at the end of March, a sign that upward pressure
on wages would continue. Then came the CPI release from the US, which showed inflation
exceeded already elevated expectations whether you look at the headline or core rate, the
month-on-month or year-on-year data.

The Fed’s messaging of its reaction function ultimately withstood the test, even after the
US producer price index hammered home the concerns raised after the CPI data was
published, as real yields remained anchored across all major tenors despite inflation
concerns leading to the money markets pricing in a full rate hike from the Fed by end-
2022.

Prices are rising fast, but persistence isn’t visible yet

April’s CPI inflation data revived fears that fast price growth would put a lid on the vigorous
recovery, stoking expectations that monetary policy would tighten and equity markets would
be under greater pressure. The report was a cause of concern in part, with month-on-month
growth in core prices printing at 0.9%, the highest level since 1981. Even in the context of a
strong reopening in most sectors, the data point outstripped expectations considering the
weak addition in Non-farm payrolls in the period, which suggested a slow pace of labour
market recovery. However, a deeper dive into the details of the data shows why the Fed is
not as concerned as investors are with these high headline readings. In turn, there are
reasons to believe that strong inflation prints are set to be temporary and won’t influence
the Fed´s policy path in the short term. However, these temporary high inflation prints may
show signs of persisting, and even if they don’t, they could still trigger reflationary dynamics
in markets that results in pockets of USD strength.
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Core CPI inflation rises at the highest monthly pace in 4 decades

Elevated price growth in April mostly reflected reopening effects…

This was something to be expected as vaccinations led to a broad easing of restrictions,
especially in the services sector, and direct stimulus in March filled consumer’s pockets with
cash. Consequently, a large wave of demand for re-established businesses triggered most of
the upsurge in prices.

Instead, other underlying inflation measures remain relatively soft, with rent of shelters
advancing a slight 0.4% from the preceding month, while prices in medical care services
remain broadly unchanged.

Sources of labour market tightness come from short-lived supply
restrictions…

Although investors wouldn’t expect wage pressures to rise in the context of broad labour
market slack (6.1% unemployment rate), supply-side constraints are surprisingly strong, at
least for the time being.

We would expect post-pandemic sensitive 
consumer categories to remain in high 
demand for the following months, as 

further restrictions are eased and elevated 
savings support consumption. 

Some of these components should
return to normal sooner than later
though. For example, the sharp
rise in used cars prices, which
accounted for over a third of the
increase in the core reading, has
little room for further advances
while the effects of stimulus
fuelled demand wane.
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Reasons for that are also heavily linked to the emerging post-pandemic phase, which should
start to scale back in the coming months. Namely, the higher level of unemployment
insurance has increased the opportunity cost of working, especially in low-income sectors
where reservation wages - the minimum wage for which workers would be willing to work -
has increased by 21% on average since the fall. Other lingering virus-related barriers, such as
school closures, health risks and mobility constraints, also contribute to the higher hesitancy
to return to the labour market. This imbalance in demand and labour supply was strongly
visible in recent data, with the ratio of unemployed workers to job openings falling
substantially, while average hourly earnings jump above regular pre-pandemic levels.
Disincentives from unemployment benefits until September could keep labour tightness
elevated in the following months, but wage pressures should ease by Autumn as a large mass
of unemployed workers attempt to return to the labour market.

Tightness in the labour market feeds fears of rising wage inflation pressures
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Fixed income markets still believe the Fed’s message despite money
market bets becoming more hawkish
The market reaction to this week’s CPI data was broadly in line with the premise of our last
USD outlook. That is, the Federal Reserve’s messaging of their reaction function under the
new Average Inflation Target framework would anchor real yields and limit the extent to
which markets will bring forward expectations of rate hikes in the Treasury market. While
money markets have brought forward their expectations of Fed hiking to now price in a full
rate hike by 2022 year-end, the level of speculation is yet to spill over into real yields, which
remain below March highs. Instead, the recovery in nominal yields has been driven by rising
inflation expectations.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/remaining-mildly-bearish-but-finding-pockets-of-deeper-depreciation/
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Real yields remain below Q1
highs as the Fed’s message
withstands hot inflation data

Source: Bloomberg

While there will naturally come a point where inflation expectations will hit a limit, after
which any subsequent rise will trigger markets to price in higher real yields as the Federal
Reserve is forced to intervene with higher rates over that time frame, this is yet to be seen in
current pricing. Fixed income markets continue to trust the Fed’s messaging that near-term
inflationary overshoots will prove transitory, with one month’s worth of strong reopening
data yet to change the trajectory of the whole recovery period. However, should inflation and
other underlying gauges of inflationary pressure continue to show a more robust and
inflationary recovery, the Fed’s hand may be turned and talks of tapering QE purchases may
occur earlier than our USD outlook assumes (currently around mid-Q3 for the formal
announcement with first taper in January 2022). For now, this is yet to be seen as one batch
of data doesn’t define a trend, leading us to stick with our overall USD call recently outlined
in May forecasts.

“Meanwhile, higher nominal yields should provide the dollar with some 
semblance of support from what was previously a dramatic repricing of the US 
economic outperformance narrative, which resulted in the DXY dropping more 

than we had expected this month.”

5Y5Y inflation breakevens
rise to levels higher than that
which sparked the Fed’s last
hiking cycle

Source: Bloomberg

Note: Time periods where the Fed
last hiked rates are shaded in green,
rate cuts are shaded in red.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/remaining-mildly-bearish-but-finding-pockets-of-deeper-depreciation/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/forecasts/monex-europe-may-2021-fx-forecasts/
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FOMC members stand by their March message in April’s meeting and
recent communications

Back in March's meeting, the Fed gave markets their clearest signal yet as to what the central
bank’s reaction function would be. The US central bank was to sit back and let the robust
economic recovery take place, allowing an initial overshoot in inflation, before policy would
be tapered. On rates, the Fed pushed back on market expectations, suggesting that there
wasn’t enough evidence yet to expect a rate hike in 2023. In April, Jerome Powell cast a very
similar tone despite the improvement in data since the March meeting. Markets continued to
price in expectations of higher inflation, but the central bank Governor launched a staunch
attack to prevent the rise in inflation expectations from spilling over into real rates. As
discussed above, markets have by-and-large respected this stance taken by the Federal
Reserve, while FOMC communications since the recent data prints continue to reinforce the
dovish narrative to markets.

The problem the Federal Reserve now has is that inflation could potentially pressure them
into tapering policy support quicker than they expected, and without other metrics such as
the holistic labour market recovery being met. This could inflict damage not only on the
central bank’s credibility but also on the new Average Inflation Target. There remains a lot of
speculation as to what the Fed’s true reaction function is under the AIT and what the
parameters are around the averaging, which will only really be defined by policy actions as
time elapses. If the Fed ends up being forced to jump the gun due to higher inflationary
pressures than expected over the coming quarters, this could result in the central bank
signalling to markets that its reaction function is little changed to that under the previous 2%
framework.

For this reason, FOMC communications over the course of the last week have been in line
with the Fed’s latest message, evidenced most recently by the newest member Christopher
Waller who stated that:

For the FOMC, near-term and transitory supply disruptions along with positive base effects
are driving inflation metrics higher and causing underlying inflation barometers to start
flashing warning signs. The extent to which they can ride the current overshoot in inflation
largely depends on time. The longer inflation pressures persist in incoming data, the harder it
will be for Fed officials to maintain their current stance, with divergences in the FOMC likely
to appear. Wednesday’s FOMC meeting minutes will likely be scoured for any divergence in
opinions on rising inflation pressures and expectations, although it is unlikely that FOMC
officials voice concerns over the current stance given how sensitive markets are to inflation
developments.

“The Fed will not overreact to temporary overshoots of inflation”. 

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/fed-underdelivers-with-dovish-dot-plot-weighing-on-dollar/
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material
is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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